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abundance Plentifulness of the good things of life; prosperity.
An age of abundance.

abundant Existing or available in large quantities; plentiful.
There was abundant evidence to support the theory.

appreciably To an appreciable extent; considerably.
Profits have grown appreciably over the last four years.

bounty
Something given or occurring in generous amounts.
They do not qualify for their bounty because they have spent insufficient
time at summer camp.

considerably To a great extent or degree.
Things have improved considerably over the last few years.

countless Too numerous to be counted.
She d apologized countless times before.

dozen A lot.
A dozen bottles of sherry.

enormously Extremely.
She has been enormously successful.

galore In great numbers.
Daffodils galore.

greatly By a considerable amount; very much.
I admire him greatly.

highly In a high position or level or rank.
He spoke highly of her.

incalculable Too great to be calculated or estimated.
The odds against such an event are incalculable.

innumerable Too many to be counted (often used hyperbolically.
Innumerable flags of all colours.
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lot Divide items into lots for sale at an auction.
Eventually the lot fell on the King s daughter.

many
A quantifier that can be used with count nouns and is often preceded by `as’
or `too’ or `so’ or `that’; amounting to a large but indefinite number.
Too many clouds to see.

mellowness The property of a sensation that is rich and pleasing.
A mellowness of light and shade not attainable in marble.

more
Forming the comparative of adjectives and adverbs especially those of more
than one syllable.
More rain fell.

most Almost.
The most important event of my life.

multiple
Having or involving or consisting of more than one part or entity or
individual.
The major food multiples.

multiplicity A large number.
The demand for higher education depends on a multiplicity of factors.

myriad The cardinal number that is the product of ten and one thousand.
Myriads of insects danced around the light above my head.

numberless Too numerous to be counted.
There are numberless questions to be asked.

numerous Amounting to a large indefinite number.
Numerous times.

outnumber Be larger in number.
Women outnumbered men by three to one.

plentiful Existing in or yielding great quantities; abundant.
Rhinoceroses were once plentiful here.

plenty
A situation in which food and other necessities are available in sufficiently
large quantities.
There was plenty of food for everyone.

plurality
The number by which plurality exceeds the number of votes cast for the
candidate placed second.
A plurality of religions.

profusion An abundance or large quantity of something.
The profusion of detail.

substantially To a great extent or degree.
Profits grew substantially.
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untold Of an incalculable amount.
Untold suffering.


